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ABSTRACT
Despite their importance for educational practice, reflective writings are still manually analysed and assessed, posing a constraint on the use of this educational technique. Recently, research started to investigate automated approaches for analysing reflective writing. Foundational to many automated approaches is the knowledge of words that are important for the genre. This research presents keywords that are specific to several categories of a reflective writing model. These keywords have been derived from eight datasets, which contain several thousand instances using the log-likelihood method. Both performance measures, the accuracy and the Cohen's $\kappa$, for these keywords were estimated with ten-fold cross validation. The results reached an accuracy of 0.78 on average for all eight categories and a fair to good inter-rater reliability for most categories even though it did not make use of any sophisticated rule-based mechanisms or machine learning approaches. This research contributes to the development of automated reflective writing analytics that are based on data-driven empirical foundations.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Reflective writing [12] is an omnipresent educational practice. It is part of the teaching curricula of many countries and disciplines [5]. The analysis and the assessment of reflective writings has been the focus of many studies. Early research indicated problems with the reliability of the assessment of reflective writings. Recent research, however, showed many cases that indicated the possibility of reliable content analysis of reflective writings [for an overview, see 14, 19].

Despite this success, the manual analysis of reflective writing remains a labour intensive and costly process, constraining the offering of such learning practices. With the advancements of computers, automated methods to analyse writings promise fast, large at scale, and reliable identification of educational constructs. Influential research areas are, for example, automated essay assessment [4] and discourse analysis [6]. Although it is widely acknowledged that reflective writing is of importance for educational practice, there has not been much research studying automated methods to analyse reflective writings. Only recently has research begun to investigate methods to automate the detection of reflection in texts.

This study contributes towards the research of automated analysis of reflection in texts by investigating the quality of empirically derived keywords that are indicative of reflection expressed in texts. Such keywords are highly important as they often form the nucleus of automated text analysis systems. This study is based on a comprehensive model of reflective writing [19, 21]. The model consists of frequently used categories to analyse reflective writing. The method generated a set of keywords for each category of the model using a data-driven approach [16]. We determined the reliability of these keywords for each category using a cross-validation approach. These keywords are a useful building block for reflective writing specific dictionaries, which can be programmatically used to gauge the indication of reflection.

This study builds on previous research of the author [20] and extends it based on the number of investigated model categories and the proposed method to estimate the performance of these keyword sets.

2. AUTOMATED APPROACHES
The general aim of research about reflection detection is the study and the development of methods that can be used to automatically identify important aspects of reflection in texts. Three reflection detection approaches have been identified in the literature [19], the dictionary-based, the rule-based, and the machine learning based approach. The focus of this research is on the dictionary-based approach. Broadly speaking, the dictionary-based approach uses defined lists of words or groups of words (the dictionaries) to automatically count the frequency of dictionary word occurrences in texts. Each dictionary resembles a category of the research object in question. The raw frequencies or metrics derived...
therefrom are often used as an indicator for the model category. Often, experts determine which words or word groups belong to a dictionary. The rule-based approach uses manually constructed rules and a rule engine to infer knowledge about the text. Often, dictionaries are used in combination with the rule-based system. There is some research regarding rule-based methods to detect reflection [7, 17, 21]; however, it is less researched than the dictionary-based approach. The last and least researched approach uses machine learning algorithms to detect reflection from texts [19].

2.1 Dictionary-based Approaches

Most research has applied the dictionary-based approach to gauge insights about reflection from texts, and all the following studies used this approach but differed with regards to their conceptualisation of reflection. In an educational context, Bruno et al. [2] investigated 'mental' acts in the context of reflective practice. They defined several dictionaries with experts to study the frequency of the categories 'cognition', 'emotion', and 'volition' in student journals. Chang et al. [3] focused on four categories, namely 'cognition', 'memory', 'emotion', and 'evaluation'. They found that 'cognition' is the most frequently found dictionary type in reflection journals. The system consisting of several dictionaries compiled by Ullmann [18, 21] marked texts as reflective or non-reflective (descriptive). The evaluation showed that the human coders rated the texts similarly to the annotations of the system. Kann and Högfeldt [8] used several dictionaries for a longitudinal study of reflective writings. Lin et al. [10] leveraged the Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count (LIWC) tool, which is a system built on top of several dictionaries. They used it to research how different genders used specific words in reflective writings. Research conducted in a psychological context investigated patterns of key moments of psychoanalytical sessions [11]. One of these patterns was described as the 'reflective pattern'.

All these approaches use defined dictionaries or newly created dictionaries to analyse texts automatically. Similarly, there are methods used in linguistic research that categorise evidence found in texts according to reflection categories [for example, see 1]. Their difference to dictionary-based approaches is that in most cases the texts are manually annotated per certain categories. Despite that, this research generates knowledge about the association of linguistic features and reflection categories.

2.2 Keyword Detection

The research outlined above uses experts to manually define the words that represent the dictionaries. The approach used here is different to this 'expert' approach, as it selects words based on an empirical method and not based on expert judgements. The approach is based on the comparison of the frequency of words occurring in two datasets. A word has 'keyness' if it is frequent in one dataset but not in the other. These words have been described as 'keywords' [9]. There are several approaches to determining keywords [9]. Here, we use the log-likelihood approach described in Rayson [16].

Ullmann [20] used this approach in the context of reflective writing. The calculated keywords were based on a dataset that contained highly agreed reflective and descriptive sentences, and the evaluation reported the words with the highest 'keyness' for reflection. The interpretation of these keywords within a model of reflective writing and selected example sentences of keywords in their context corroborated the face validity of the approach. This study goes beyond the research of Ullmann [20] insofar as it determines the keywords of several categories related to reflective writing and not only one. Furthermore, this research provides an empirical estimate of the performance of these dictionaries of keywords.

3. REFLECTION DETECTION MODEL

This study uses the model for reflection detection [19] as its theoretical foundation. This model was derived from 24 models that have been studied in the context of the analysis of reflection in writings. The constituents of these models were analysed and categorised per their commonalities. The result of this synthesis is a model consisting of seven categories (eight when counting both outcome sub-categories), and many of the models used to analyse reflective writings had these categories in common. The model consists of the following seven categories. The following high-level descriptions of these categories stem from Ullmann's model [19].

Reflection: Many of the models used to analyse reflective writings described levels of reflection. Their common denominator are two levels ranging from the lowest level of reflection often called a descriptive writing—a writing that showed no presence of reflection to the highest level—a deeply reflective writing [19]. Description of an experience: This category captures the subject matter of the reflective writing' [19]. Feelings: 'Often, the feeling of being concerned, having doubts, feeling uncertain about something, or frustration are reasons for a reflective thought process. However, feelings such as surprise or excitement are also mentioned' [19]. Personal beliefs: 'Reflection is often from a personal nature. This is about one’s assumptions, beliefs, the development of a personal perspective, and the knowledge of self' [19]. Recognizing difficulties: 'Expressing an alert, critical mindset is an important part of reflective writing. A critical stance involves being aware of problems and being able to identify or diagnose such problems' [19]. Perspective: 'The writer considers other perspectives. For example, the perspective of someone else, theory, the social, historical, ethical, moral, or political context' [19]. Outcome - lessons learned and future intentions: 'Retrospective outcomes were: Descriptions of the lessons learned, better understanding of the situation or context, new insights, a change of perspective or behaviour, and awareness about one’s way of thinking. Prospective outcomes were: An intention to do something, and planning for the future' [19].

The aim of this research is to identify keywords for these categories and to evaluate their reliability.

4. METHOD

4.1 Datasets

The datasets for each category are based on previous research from the author [19]. These datasets are mainly constructed from a subset of the British Academic Written English Corpus (BAWE), which is a corpus of academic student writings [13]. The BAWE corpus was selected as it is publicly available for research, it contains samples of typical academic student writings from many university disciplines, and it contains examples of reflective writings.

Each sentence of the sample was coded by eight coders on average per the categories of the model. A sentence was included into the dataset only if a four-fifths majority of coders agreed that the sentence represented the category (class 1) or that the sentence did not represent the category (class 2). Ullmann [19] described the datasets as reliable and valid.
Table 1 shows the size of all datasets and their respective class distribution. For example, the dataset from the 'Reflection' category consists of 2347 sentences, which 603 sentences are highly agreed as being reflective (class 1) and 1744 sentences are highly agreed as being non-reflective/descriptive (class 2).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Class 1</th>
<th>Class 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reflection</td>
<td>2347</td>
<td>603</td>
<td>1744</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experience</td>
<td>3392</td>
<td>1563</td>
<td>1829</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feeling</td>
<td>2672</td>
<td>811</td>
<td>1861</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belief</td>
<td>2303</td>
<td>1188</td>
<td>1115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difficulty</td>
<td>2717</td>
<td>1392</td>
<td>1325</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perspective</td>
<td>2028</td>
<td>330</td>
<td>1698</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning</td>
<td>1882</td>
<td>699</td>
<td>1183</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intention</td>
<td>3755</td>
<td>347</td>
<td>3408</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 4.2 Performance Estimates of Keywords

The performance of the derived keywords from the datasets was estimated using 10-fold cross-validation. The dataset was split randomly into 10 equally sized sets from which we generated three sets, the training set (80% of the data), the validation set (10%), and the test set (10%). The eight parts of the training set were used to determine the 'keyness' of each word. For this, we calculated the log-likelihood of each word, and ordered the words from the largest log-likelihood ratio to the smallest, including only words that got used more often in sentences of class 1. This ordered list was used to determine the best candidate keywords based on the validation data set. Starting with the first keyword of the previously generated list, the instances of the validation set were classified as class 1 if they contained the keyword; otherwise, they were labelled as class 2. The comparison of the classified sentences with the class labels generated by the human coders served as inter-rater reliability estimates for this keyword. Subsequently, the keyword with the highest and second highest log-likelihood ratio served to determine if the sentences belonged to the class and to calculate the inter-rater reliability. This process continued for the remaining keywords. The set of keywords that had the highest inter-rater reliability measured with Cohen's κ was chosen as the candidates to be tested on the novel data of the remaining test set. The last part, the test set, was used to determine the performance of the previously determined set of candidate keywords on novel data.

This process of calculating the log-likelihood of all words on eight parts of the dataset, finding the best candidate keywords on the validation dataset, and estimating the performance of these keywords on the test set was repeated 10 times. The result section shows the mean and the standard deviation of these 10 repetitions. As measurements, we chose the accuracy (per cent agreement) and Cohen's κ. Both have been frequently used in similar research contexts [19].

### 4.3 Statistical Software

The R project for statistical computing [15] served for all calculations. The R tm package was used to pre-process all instances to the lower case and to tokenize the sentences to unigrams. We calculated Cohen's κ and the percent agreement with the R scripts provided by Gwet. We developed our own function to calculate the log-likelihood ratio according to the information found in Rayson [16] and all other scripts needed to perform the calculations.

### 5. RESULTS

Table 2 shows the aggregated performance measured with Cohen's κ and the accuracy of the set of keywords estimated on the test folds for each category. Nfold shows the average amount of instances of the 10 test folds.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Nfold</th>
<th>Accuracy Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>Cohen's κ Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reflection</td>
<td>234.7</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experience</td>
<td>339.2</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feeling</td>
<td>267.2</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belief</td>
<td>230.3</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difficulty</td>
<td>271.7</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perspective</td>
<td>202.8</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning</td>
<td>188.2</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intention</td>
<td>375.5</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>263.70</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The accuracy (often also called the percent agreement) ranges from 67% to 93%. All categories except 'Perspective' were above the baseline accuracy. The baseline accuracy is the accuracy of a method that always predicts the majority class as true. Table 1 provides all the values needed to calculate the baseline accuracy, which are the following: 'Reflection' 0.74, 'Experience' 0.54, 'Feeling' 0.70, 'Belief' 0.52, 'Difficulty' 0.52, 'Perspective' 0.84, 'Learning' 0.63, and 'Intention' 0.91. Based on these baseline values, only the keywords derived from the 'Perspective' dataset had a lower accuracy than the baseline. Table 2 also show that Cohen's κ ranged from 0.28 to 0.65. On the benchmark of Landis and Koch, 'Experience' reached substantial, 'Reflection', 'Feeling', 'Intention', and 'Difficulty' moderate, and 'Learning', 'Perspective', and 'Belief' fair inter-rater reliability. Per the benchmark of Fleiss, the κ values for five categories, 'Reflection', 'Experience', 'Feeling', 'Difficulty', and 'Intention', had fair to good agreement, while the other three categories performed poorly.

As outlined above, we used the validation set to determine the set of keywords with the highest log-likelihood. These are the candidate keywords that were used for the assessment of the test data performance, as they will likely perform on the test dataset similarly to the validation dataset. This process was repeated ten times. Therefore, for each iteration of the cross-validation set, ten sets of keywords have been generated for each category. Often, these keywords are the same from iteration to iteration, but they are sometimes different. Instead of reporting all ten sets of keywords for each category, we calculated the percentages of keywords appearing in all folds. For example, a keyword that appeared in eight out of ten folds has a percentage of 80%. We only show keywords that were used at least in 50% of the folds.

Reflection: The two keywords were 'I' (100%) and 'me' (60%). 'I' had the highest log-likelihood and the highest Cohen's κ on four folds, while the combination of 'I' and 'me' yielded, in six instances, the highest κ on the test sets.

Experience: The derived experience keywords were the singular first-person pronouns 'I' (100%) and 'me', (100%) in addition to...
the plural first-person pronoun 'we' (90%). Furthermore, the past tense auxiliary verbs 'was' (100%), 'had' (100%), 'were' (90%), and 'did' (50%) were present.

Feeling: Keywords were the singular first-person pronouns 'I' (100%) and 'me' (60%) and the two verbs 'feel' (80%) and 'felt' (60%) expressing feelings.

Belief: The best candidate keywords derived from the 'Belief' dataset were the first-person pronouns 'I' (100%), 'my' (80%), and 'it' (50%); the sensing and thinking verbs 'feel' (100%), 'believe' (90%), and 'think' (80%); as well as the auxiliary verb 'have' (60%).

Difficulty: The keywords generated from the 'Difficulty' dataset have been manifold. They were the conjunctions 'because' (100%), 'but' (100%), 'if' (90%), and 'although' (70%); the nouns 'lack' (90%), 'problems' (80%), and 'situation' (80%); the adjectives 'difficult' (100%), 'due' (100%), and 'wrong' (80%); the verbs 'trying' (60%), 'felt' (50%), and 'made' (90%); the auxiliary verbs 'did' (100%), 'didn't' (100%), 'don't' (60%), 'have' (100%), 'could' (100%), 'would' (100%), and 'may' (100%); the adverbs 'still' (70%), 'not' (100%), and 'however' (100%); and the third-person pronoun 'it' (60%).

Perspective: The keywords generated from the 'Perspective' dataset were the third person pronouns 'they' (100%), 'she' (50%), and 'his' (50%); the verbs 'felt' (90%), 'said' (80%), and 'understand' (50%); the auxiliary verbs 'may' (100%), 'might' (50%), and 'would' (50%); the adjective 'aware' (50%); and the conjunction 'that' (80%).

Learning: The generated keywords for 'Learning' were the first-person pronouns 'me' (100%) and 'I' (70%); the nouns 'future' (100%), and 'experience' (90%); the verbs 'learnt' (100%) and 'have' (80%); and 'better' (100%), which was used as either an adjective or adverb.

'Intention' had only one keyword, the modal verb 'will' (100%).

Overall, the amount of keywords per category varied, but mostly a combination of few keywords had the highest performance.

6. DISCUSSION

The evaluation of this study showed that the chosen method generates word lists from the datasets that detect categories of reflective writing with fair to good reliability for most categories of the reflective writing model. Most categories had an accuracy above the baseline outperforming chance agreement. Both measurements showed that keywords can detect model categories of reflective writing.

Some of the keywords of categories, such as 'Experience', 'Reflection', and 'Feeling', performed better than others, for example, 'Perspective' and 'Learning'. This suggests that within the context of the current set-up of the experiment, some categories of reflective writing are harder to automate than others using keywords as dictionaries.

The evaluation of the keywords showed that with a relatively small set of keywords, we can detect categories of reflective writing with fair to good reliability. Although these keywords have been determined by an algorithm and not by experienced humans, they intuitively make sense in the context of their categories. They may not be representative of the whole category, but they represent the concept to a degree. This representativeness is an indicator for face validity. I will elaborate now on this point for each category.

The two first-person pronouns 'I' and 'me' are highly indicative of sentences that have been judged as reflective compared to non-reflective/descriptive sentences. This finding is congruent with the research of Birney [1] that highlighted the importance of the 'first person voice' for reflection.

The keywords for the category 'Experience' were also the two first-person pronouns indicating that sentences describing an experience are often told from the first-person perspective. An experience is often described as an event from the past, which is supported by the unusually frequent use of the past tense verbs 'was', 'were', 'had', and 'did'.

Intuitively, it makes sense that keywords 'feel' and 'felt' together with 'I' and 'me' are used to express personal feelings.

Keywords that had an unusually high frequency in the 'Belief' dataset were again first-person pronouns as well as the cognitive and sensing verbs, such as 'think', 'believe', and 'feel'.

The noun keywords from the 'Difficulty' dataset indicate that sentences expressing difficulties discuss a 'problem', a 'lack' of something, and a 'situation'. The adjectives 'difficult' and 'wrong' specify something negative, and further negations are expressed in the keywords 'not', didn't' and 'don't'. The conjunctions 'but' and 'although' often express a contrast. 'Because' can be used to indicate causes or reasons, and 'if' can be interpreted as a sign that a writer is thinking of one or several conditions and their likely outcome. Similarly, 'would' can be used to express imagined situations, and the words 'could' and 'may' can be used to express an alternative or possibility. Lastly, 'trying' expresses an attempt to do something, which indicates that the writer is not yet in the position he or she wants to be in, which is well aligned with the description of difficulties and problems.

The keywords with the highest log-likelihood ratio calculated from the 'Perspective' dataset had many third-person pronouns, indicating that the writer was frequently referring to someone else. This someone could have 'said' something that added another perspective to the writing. Furthermore, a (new) 'understand'(ing) or 'aware'(ness) of a situation can be expressions of another perspective. The words 'may', and 'might' can indicate an expression of an alternative or possibility. Similarly, the use of 'would' can signpost what someone would do, for example, by imagining another perspective.

The 'Learning' keywords were the personal pronouns 'I', and 'me' showing a personal stance when reporting 'learning'. The verbs 'learnt' and 'have' indicate that something was learnt or that someone has done something. When reporting learning, the writer talked about an 'experience' and what was learnt for the 'future'. The writer might indicate that he or she is now 'better' in doing something.

The most frequent keyword of the 'Intention' dataset with the highest Cohen's κ was the modal verb 'will', signposting something in the future.

These examples of the automatically generated keywords in the context of their categories of a reflective writing model showed that many of the keywords are indeed relatable to their category. They might not represent the category in its entirety as one can find other words that can be plausibly related to the category. They are, however, the keywords that had the highest Cohen's κ, which was determined during cross validation. These characteristics make them important elements for tools to automatically generate indicators of reflective writing.
The results of this research must be seen in their context. The datasets are based on a text collection of academic student writings. Most of the research regarding reflective writing is based on such writings, which makes it a suitable data source. Other forms of reflective writing do exist, such as blogging, which was not investigated. Furthermore, the dataset contained only English texts. It would be interesting to investigate the reflection in different languages. This could lead to a better understanding of how reflection is expressed all over the world. The work of Kann and Högfeldt [8] and Lin et al. [10] points in this direction.

The keywords that have been identified in this research do not only provide insights for tool developers that wish to make use of dictionaries to analyse reflective writings. They can be also useful for research on rule-based and machine learning based methods for reflection detection. Rule-based approaches often combine dictionaries with rules [7, 17, 21]. These dictionaries are a core building block of such rule-based systems. Supervised machine-learning based approaches to classify texts often must manage a large set of features that are used to train the machine learning models. Dictionaries have been used to reduce the feature space to a manageable size for the training of these models.

7. CONCLUSION
Reflective writing is such an important educational practice that limitations posed by the bottleneck of available teaching time should be challenged. Several researchers see automated methods to analyse and assess reflective writing as a major step towards the solution to this problem [7, 17, 19]. Studying such methods can help explain which parts of the analysis of reflective writings can be automated. Currently, research in automated detection of reflection is in its infancy. This research focused on the quality with which automated methods can detect reflection in writings. This choice is underlined by the belief that it is important for any future study of the interaction between learners and automated tools to have methods in place that can reliably detect reflection from texts. This research added a missing link to this challenge, showing how data-driven approaches can be used to better understand reflective writing.
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